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My name is Jeff Morrison. I am a resident at 2920 Ribbonwood Road and have property that adjoins the
Boulder Brush Road Improvement. My property also is attached to the Torrey Wind Turbine project.

I34-1

These wind turbines create major health issues. My wife suffers from vertigo and is to the point that she
can’t live here anymore. We have shadows in our house right now from the existing wind turbines that
make her sick. It is only going to get worse and I am very concerned. I have a video showing proof of the
shadow flicker, but the file is too large to attach.

I34-2

Property values have already proven to go down because of the windmills. Friends on Opalacka road
(Next door), lost out of two home sales when they filled out the disclosures and disclosed the wind
turbines. I have invested 30 years into my house and it is getting to the point where I can’t live here.
Why doesn’t the County of San Diego, or the wind turbine farm owners offer to buy us out before you both
destroy any possibility of us residents to make it out of here with anything. If the County of San Diego
and the State of California really want this area for wind generation, then why don’t you or the big
corporations buy our homes so you can destroy the east county. Its not going to stop, we will fight
everything. Buy me out and I will leave!

I34-3

It is evident that the County of San Diego does not care about people and their lives by not taking
seriously the impacts this has on people, property and the environment. The Noblest Motive is the Public
Good? I must be not understanding this motto for the County of San Diego. Maybe it is for all the majority
that live closer to town. We, out here, are still in your county! Give some thought to what these turbines
are doing to us out here. It must be that we are way out here and really don’t matter to anyone, right?

I34-4

Who gave anyone permission to use the lower part of my property for a private user to take over the
SDG&E easement to do road improvements? What right do they have to take the land like that?
According to plans, fences will be removed, brush and trees will be removed. Again, further destroying
property values and the environment. The dirt road is currently 12 feet wide in front of my house and they
want to widen and put in a huge concrete road where the water can run over. That is Unsatisfactory.
Probably 15 cars per day travel this road, now there will be hundreds. I would like an answer to, “what
right do they have to widen the SDG&E easement road”? They are a private corporation and I do not
give authorization for that work to happen.

I34-5

My wife and I oppose the Boulder Brush Gentie Project and the Torrey Wind Turbines. It has proven to
me that exposure to the existing Tule Wine Turbines creates anxiety and health issues. There have been
more and more cases relating to health issues, and when it is finally proven to the government that these
issues come from wind turbines and high-power lines, I am going to sue all the people that have passed
laws, allowed permits or installed these wind turbines.

I34-6

Just offer to buy all of the east county residents out, then you all can turn this place into the area around
Palm Springs.

I34-7
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